
1 Driving Nokia 5510 display

1.1 Display organization and PCD8544 controller chip

We use Nokia 5510 display as an example to show various ways of interacting
with hardware. Nokia 5510 display uses PCD8544 controller chip. Display has
48 lines of 84 dots each. PCD8544 has memory and shows image stored in it.
Organization of display is somewhat strange: normally display is divided into
6 strips each having 8 lines. Each byte of display memory controls a single
column of the strip, that is 8 dots arranged vertically. Least significant bit
controls dot at the top. In normal mode when bit is 1 the corresponding dot is
black, otherwise dot is transparent. Each strip takes 84 bytes of display memory
and next position is in next (lower) strip. One can reconfigure display so that
it appears as 84 vertical lines, each line having 48 dots and controlled by 6
consecutive bytes. In documentation this is called vertical mode (and normal
mode is called horizontal mode). However, in examples we do not use this mode.
There is also inverse video mode where 1 correspond to transparent dots and
0 correspond to black dot. We show it in the first example, but do not use it
later.

Once PCD8544 is configured and data is written to display memory PCD8544
operates independently from the main processor: it keeps showing content of
display memory on the display. Since PCD8544 operates independently reset of
main processor does not change PCD8544 settings. So PCD8544 has separate
reset line. In principle this line could be connected to reset line of the main
processor. However, for more flexibility we control PCD8544 reset via GPIO
line of the main processor.

Documentation of PCD8544 chip describes in detail protocol used to control
display. Here we give simplified description. Data and command are sent to
PCD8544 serially, using variation of SPI protocol. Compared to standard SPI
communication is one-directional, so only CLK and MOSI line are used to send
data (MISO line is absent). Bytes are sent starting from most significant bit (bit
7). Note that data transmission has special timing requirements, in particular
maximal frequency of CLK line is limited to 4 MHz.

On display board MOSI line is labeled DIN. Beside CLK and DIN lines there
are also CE (chip enable), RST (reset), DC (data/command), VCC, LIGHT and
GND (ground) lines. LIGHT is used to control backlight, by applying pulse
modulated signal to this line we can control brightness of backlight. Backlight
control is completely independent from other lines. Also, in normal conditions
display is visible without any backlight. So in first example we show how one
could control backlight, but other examples assume that the LIGHT line remains
unconnected (which means no backlight).

PCD8544 accepts commands and data only when CE line is low. To dis-
tinguish if a given byte is a command or date PCD8544 uses DC line: when
DC line is high byte is treated as data, when DC line is low byte is treated
as a command. Actually, only state of DC line during transmission of last bit
of the byte matters, but to keep thing simple we set state of DC line before
sending a byte and change only when whole byte is sent. Most commands are
only used to configure PCD8544. Once PCD8544 is configured the most useful
command sets current position in display memory. Data is always written to
current position. Writing advances by one current position, in normal mode to
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next byte in the strip, in vertical mode lower in the column. At the end of strip
position wraps around to next strip. At the end of display memory position
wraps around to the start.

2 Bit-banging driver

The first version of example program (nokia_lcd1.cpp) uses shiftOut function
from libmaple library to send data. To talk to PCD8544 chip we need to set
CE line low and transfer a command we need to set DC line low. PCD8544
reacts to data when clock changes from low to high. To ensure that PCD8544
sees expected changes before start of command or data CLK line should be low.
Below we do this explicitly. This gives us the following procedure to transfer a
command:

void

write_command(uint8_t c) {

digitalWrite(pin_CE, LOW);

digitalWrite(pin_Clk, LOW);

digitalWrite(pin_DC, LOW);

shiftOut(pin_Din, pin_Clk, MSBFIRST, c);

digitalWrite(pin_CE, HIGH);

}

Procedure to transfer data is similar, we just need to set DC line high:

void

write_data(uint8_t c) {

digitalWrite(pin_CE, LOW);

digitalWrite(pin_Clk, LOW);

digitalWrite(pin_DC, HIGH);

shiftOut(pin_Din, pin_Clk, MSBFIRST, c);

digitalWrite(pin_CE, HIGH);

}

The routines above work. However in practice they are slow. Namely
shiftOut uses 4 calls to digitalWrite per bit and on ARM processors digitalWrite
takes of order of 80 clock cycles. So shiftOut takes of order of 2500 cycles. On
STM32F103 processor running at 72 MHz this lead to about 35µs per byte
and about 225 kHz on CLK line (much below maximal speed of PCD8544).
Using direct port access could give much faster version. However, this needs
care: we want fast transmission but do not want to exceed maximal speed of
PCD8544 (this could lead to data corruption). Speed of compiled code depends
on compiler and could change with compiler version (in principle, on fast proces-
sors better compiler optimizations could produce version of shiftOut too fast
for PCD8544). On given processor assembly code will give consistent speed.
However, we would have to provide separate version for each processor and in
principle even separate versions for different clock settings of given processor.
This is a lot of work with little gain, so we do not try to do this. Instead of this
we will use SPI hardware.

Before writing about SPI hardware we should mention second example:
nokia_lcd2.cpp. This is an example of using Nokia 5510 to display text. For
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this we need a font, that is collection of bitmap images of letters. Here we use
very small font containing just 8 characters. Corresponding bitmaps are con-
tained in an array in the minifont.cpp file. In the second example we have a
separate cls routine filling display memory with zeros (which in effect clears
the display). write_char routine sends a single character to display memory.

3 Using SPI

The third example, nokia_lcd3a.cpp uses hardware SPI. To use hardware SPI
we need first to initialize SPI interface and replaces shiftOut by call to hardware
SPI routine. libmaple library provides hardware SPI interface as an object.
STM32F103C8T6 processor has 3 SPI interfaces, we need to specify which one
to use. This is done by passing argument to the constructor of hardware spi
object. So the snippet:

HardwareSPI spi(1);

declares spi as (object representing) first hardware SPI interface. Note that
libmaple library uses default pin assignment for SPI interfaces. So there are no
need to specify pins: spi(1) always uses PA5 as CLK line, PA6 as MISO line
and PA7 as MOSI line. We need to configure SPI, the line:

spi.begin(SPI_2_25MHZ, MSBFIRST, 0);

configures SPI interface to use 2.25 MHz clock (fastest SPI clock available
on STM32F103C8T6 running at 72 MHz which does not exceed 4 MHz). The
MSBFIRST parameter means that SPI interface will transmit highest bit of the
byte first (as needed by PCD8544). The last parameter chooses between variants
of SPI interface (0 corresponds to the most popular variant and is correct here).
Compared to second example there is no need to set mode of data and clock pins
and writes to the clock and data pins are no longer needed. In particular, SPI
interface makes sure that CLK line is normally low. The write_data routine
now is as follows:

void

write_data(uint8_t c) {

digitalWrite(pin_CE, LOW);

digitalWrite(pin_DC, HIGH);

spi.write(c);

// wait for end of transmission

while(spi_is_busy(SPI1))

;

digitalWrite(pin_CE, HIGH);

}

Let us stress that hardware SPI interface works in parallel with processor.
So after return from spi.write(c) transmission is in progress. Immediately
setting CE pin to high would disturb transmission. So we need to wait for the
end of transmission before setting CE high. Above this is done by polling busy
flag in SPI interface using spi_is_busy.
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With settings above transmission of a byte by SPI interface should take 256
processor cycles (about 3.5 µs). This is approximately how long we will wait
in the while loop above. Note that above we still have calls to digitalWrite

to set CE and DC pins. When transmitting multiple bytes it is enough to set
CE and DC at start and at be end of transmission – there is no need to set
them between bytes. Also, SPI transmitter has a buffer, during transmission
of one byte we could place next byte in the buffer and after sending first byte
SPI transmitter will empty the buffer and start sending byte previously present
in the buffer. This means that there is no need to wait for end of transmission
between bytes – we only need to wait for place in the buffer. In fact spi.write
waits for empty buffer and then writes byte to it. So one could get significantly
faster routine by transmitting a sequence of bytes. Even such faster routine
has disadvantage that processor is tied during the whole transmission. Let us
remark that since SPI interface works in parallel to the processor, we could do
some useful work before checking for empty buffer in SPI interface. For example
after writing byte to SPI buffer we could call routine taking about 200 clocks
and then start checking for empty buffer. In this way we could do some work
and still have essentially the same transmission speed. Or we could call routine
that always takes at least 256 clocks and blindly write to the buffer (trying
to maximize time available to computations at cost of slowing down transmis-
sion). Such things were sometimes done in the past, but require quite a lot
of work. On STM32F103C8T6 there are better approaches. Instead to check-
ing transmitter from the main program we could use interrupts: SPI interface
can signal interrupt when transmitter buffer is empty. So main program may
store data which should be sent in memory, set the CE and DC lines, activate
SPI interrupt and start doing some computation. During computation in main
program SPI interface will signal interrupts when transmitter buffer is empty.
Interrupt handler would transfer data from memory to SPI interface and wait
for next interrupt. After sending last byte interrupt handler would set a flag
(volatile variable) telling main program that all data is transferred to SPI inter-
face. Main program has to check that flag and then wait for end of transmission
of the last byte. This would allow main program performing computations in
straightforward way (without need to split it into hunks satisfying some time
constraints) with relatively little time spent in interrupt routine.

3.1 Using DMA

As we wrote above, we could do some useful work during transfer of data by
performing transfer inside interrupt handler. But we can obtain similar effect
with smaller number of interrupts. Namely DMA channel can transfer bytes
from memory to SPI interface. We just need to configure SPI interface so that
when transmitter buffer is empty it will request byte from DMA and configure
DMA channel. The whole example is in nokia_lcd3b.cpp. Instead of calling
write_data we just write bytes to memory buffer. Accordingly the routine
to handling single character is called put_char to stress that data is put in
the buffer but not written out. After filling buffer program call post_data to
start DMA transfers. Since now we have 3 devices working in parallel, namely
CPU, DMA channel and SPI interface synchronization is more complicated.
Synchronization between DMA channel and SPI interface is done entirely by
hardware. However, CPU needs first wait for end of DMA transfer and then
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for end of transmission of the last byte. Only after that CPU can change state
of CE and DC lines. At the end of DMA transfer (that is when last byte is
transferred from memory to the buffer in SPI interface) DMA channel may
signal an interrupt (and we configure it to do so). In interrupt handler we
simply set the flag telling CPU that DMA transfer is complete. CPU still have
to do busy waiting for this flag and for end of transmission of the last byte.
Unfortunately on STM32F103C8T6 there is no way to signal interrupt at the
end of transmission, so we can not avoid busy wait at the end. To say the
truth, we use only transmitting part of SPI interface. In principle we could also
use receiving part and get interrupt when last byte is received. Since in SPI
transmitter and receiver work in sync interrupt from receiver would come exactly
when transmitter is done. However, this would require extra work reading bytes
from SPI receiver, so it is not clear if such trick would gain us something.

In the example program we have no extra work to do so we just busy wait. To
gain some efficiency we only change state of CE and DC lines at the beginning
of the next transfer – we let them stay as is between transfers. So we perform
wait only at the start of transfer. If there is computation between transfers wait
could be quite short (basically just checking that flags are OK to start next
transfer). So CPU load due to transfers may be low. Actually during transfer
DMA engine may steal some memory cycles from running program, but this
will be at most one in 256, so quite low. Setting of transfer requires a few writes
to peripherial registers, it should be doable in 30-50 cycles. Currently the most
expensive part is probably the 2 calls to digitalWrite. Still, even in current
version post_data should take time smaller than time needed to transfer 2
bytes. Interrupt handler should take below 60 clocks (note that part of handler
is provided by libmaple and our handler is called from libmaple handler).

Let us add that setup and finishing costs of DMA transfer are less significant
for bigger transfers. In case of Nokia 5510 display it is natural to keep copy of
the whole screen in the memory and transfer whole screen or part after changes.
Using DMA we can transfer the whole screen in about 2 ms. Normally there
should be no need to refresh screen faster than about 10 times per second (faster
refresh would be visible, but most likely would give unpleasant visual artifacts,
so if content is more dynamic one should look at different displays). So using
DMA routines from the example and full screen transfer should lead to quite
low CPU load.

The last example also uses ”wfi” instruction to save some power (since CPU
has very little to do). Let us add that in general such use may lead to unexpected
problems. Namely, ”wfi” waits for next interrupt. If interrupt that we expect
arrived before ”wfi”, then next interrupt will be later than expected. In fact, in
worst case if there are no other interrupt sources next interrupt may never come
and the system will effectively hang. One may try to check expected interrupt
arrived before ”wfi”, but this is error prone: interrupt may arrive between check
and ”wfi”. In the example program transfer time is long enough that main
program normally will execute ”wfi” before end of transfer and consequently
program will resume execution after interrupt signaling end of DMA transfer.
The only way to execute ”wfi” too late is if some other interrupts arrive during
DMA transfer and handling those interrupts take long time. In general interrupt
handler should execute quickly and long running interrupt handlers may lead
to troubles. Since libmaple uses timer interrupts program will wake up at next
timer interrupt, which means that delay will be longer than delay caused by long
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running interrupt. It depends of specific problem if longer delay is acceptable.

3.2 Other devices

There are several display with SPI interface similar to PCD8544. In particular
popular color TFT displays use similar protocol – command set is different and
they also allow reading but DC line and SPI lines work the same as for PCD8544.
More generally, there are several SPI devices and one can use hardware SPI
and DMA with them. Let us note that this gives nontrivial gains only for
reasonably fast devices transmitting sizeable blocks of data. In case of slow
devices transmitting small amount of data like TM1638 time taken by transfers
is small and cost of setting DMA transfer is significant. However, for devices like
SD cards or ethernet interface we can expect large gains. Let us also note that
SPI interface may be used for communication between CPU-s in multiprocessor
system.

DMA transfers may be used with different devices than SPI. In particular
one may use DMA transfers with serial ports. Sometimes communication over
serial ports uses variable length messages. If length of a message is unknown,
then we have trouble setting DMA transfer. So to use DMA it is preferable to
have messages of known fixed length or at least length of a message should be
contained in first few bytes of the message. Namely, we can use interrupts to
read first few bytes and once length is known we can set up DMA transfer for the
rest of the message. If messages may have variable length without easy way to
deduce length (like lines of text terminated by line feed character) using DMA in
receiver becomes problematic. One still can set up transfer giving size of buffer
as transfer length. However, one also needs a timeout, so that if a message
ends earlier, then it will be processed after timeout. Timeout introduces delay,
which may cause troubles. If one needs timely response, then getting interrupt
after every character may be unavoidable. Since in case of transmission length
is almost always known one can use DMA for transmitting and interrupts in
receiver.

Let us add that in STM processors one can use DMA to transfer results
from ADC or data to DAC, to transfer setting to timers (to generate pulses of
variable length) and data from timers (to collect lengths of external pulses).
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